ABOUT THE MID-YEAR ADDENDUM

OVERVIEW

The University Catalog is published annually and serves as a reference for the academic year. The University recognizes the evolving nature of curriculum and policy development results in proposal approvals throughout the academic year. The University Catalog Mid-Year Addendum allows critical policy updates and academic courses and programs approved outside the catalog publication cycle to be included in the official University catalog in a timely manner.

The Mid-Year Addendum is limited to policy updates to maintain compliance or align with international, national, state and other regulatory bodies, newly approved academic courses and programs, and critical announcements. Items included in the Mid-Year Addendum are effective at the start of the Spring term unless otherwise noted.

PRIOR PUBLICATIONS

The University of Texas at Arlington Online University Catalog, published in June, is the official catalog of the University and takes precedence over any previously printed or online catalog. As such, the University Catalog Mid-Year Addendum, published and effective at the start of Spring term, also supersedes catalog editions published prior to this date.

Students are governed by the catalog under which they were enrolled or, at a student’s option, the catalog of any subsequent year in which that student was in residence. Please refer to the academic requirements and procedures section (http://catalog.uta.edu/academicregulations/) for more information.

IN THIS EDITION

Below is a list of items included in the 2023 edition of the University Catalog Mid-Year Addendum. If the page is listed here, detailed information can be found in the corresponding tab above. If no updates were made, the page will be notated with, "No updates at this time."

• No updates at this time

ADMINISTRATIVE UPDATES

NO UPDATES AT THIS TIME

COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, PLANNING AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS

NO UPDATES AT THIS TIME

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

NO UPDATES AT THIS TIME

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

NO UPDATES AT THIS TIME

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

NO UPDATES AT THIS TIME

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
NO UPDATES AT THIS TIME

COLLEGE OF NURSING AND HEALTH INNOVATION

NO UPDATES AT THIS TIME

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE

NO UPDATES AT THIS TIME

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

NO UPDATES AT THIS TIME

HONORS COLLEGE

NO UPDATES AT THIS TIME

DIVISION OF STUDENT SUCCESS

NO UPDATES AT THIS TIME